
 

Tarot Guide Cheat Sheet   
The Tarot deck can be very intimidating. You may feel overwhelmed by all of the cards and having to understand or 

define each meaning for each card. This is a normal feeling. Here, I have given general meanings for each of the cards in 

the upright position for the major and minor arcana. As you practice, you will learn more about them and using this 

guide can help you in the meantime, and, most importantly, trust yourself. Listen to what your intuition tells you. Let’s 

get started.  

*Note for the reader: If you are interested in learning more about reading reversal cards and understanding what they 

may signify for a sitter, you can read about it here or find the reversals count cheat sheet here.  

 

Tarot Major Arcana-life themes; guiding cards to initiate change or reflect life path 

I. The Fool: New beginnings, spontaneous, trying new things 

II. The Magician: inspired action, resourceful, manifesting progression 

III. The High Priestess: going within; divine feminine; stillness 

IV. The Empress: maternal influence, creator, intuition, fertility 

V. The Emperor: father influence; structure; authority; order  

VI. The Hierophant: society institutions; rules; organized systems like religion or tradition 

VII. The Lovers: unity, intimacy, sexual relationships, choice, harmony 

VIII. The Chariot: determination, progress, movement, direction 

IX. Strength: courage, subtlety, power 

X. The Hermit: internal, aloneness, meditation 

XI. The Wheel of Fortune: ups and downs, turning point, karma 

XII. Justice: law and order, fairness, truth 

XIII. The Hanged Man: tranquility, servitude, letting go, perspective, enlightenment 

XIV. Death: transformation; endings, drastic changes 

XV. Temperance: patience, time, purposefulness 

XVI. The Devil:attachment, addiction, shadow self 

XVII. The Tower: chaos, sudden change, destruction 

XVIII. The Star: connected, faith, renewal, calm 

XIX. The Moon: illusion, subconscious, anxiousness, fearfulness 

XX. The Sun: life, warmth, positivity, clear focus 



XXI. Judgement: rebirth, calling, absolution 

XXII. The World: spirituality, accomplishments, success, travel 

*The major arcana can be read like a story or progression from new beginnings to spiritual awareness.  

 

Tarot Minor Arcana-current life circumstances; not permanent; can change daily 

Suit of Cups/Goblets/Hearts/Water: emotional relationship to self/others; expression; feelings 
 

 

 

Suit of Pentacles/Coins/Diamonds/Earth:financial or career; external factors of security 
 

 

 

Suit of Swords/Daggers/Spades/Air:words/thoughts/actions; decision making; power; change 
 

 

 

Suit of Wands/Rods/Clubs/Fire:determined; primal energy; spirituality; strength 
 

 

 

Ace: new love 2: partnership 3: collaboration 4:reevaluation 5:regret; disappoint 

6: memories; joy 7: fantasy prone 8: need to escape 9: wish come true 10: alignment 

Page: intuitive message, 
creative opportunity 

Knight: romance, charm Queen: Compassion, flow, 
intuitive 

King:diplomatic, stability 

Ace: new job; 
abundance 

2: multitasking 3: meaningful work 4: control; save 5: job loss; worry 

6: charitable  7:investment 8:skill development 9: independence 10:success 

Page: manifestation Knight:hardwork Queen: provider; nurture King:business 

Ace:mental clarity 2:weighing of options 3:grief; sorrow 4: contemplation 5:disagreeing  

6:transition 7:getting away 8:victim behavior 9:depression 10:painful ending 

Page: new way of thinking Knight: driven to succeed Queen: independent; direct King: mental clarity; truth 

Ace: inspiration 2:future planning 3:progress;overseas 4:celebrations 5:diversity 

6:recognition 7:perseverance 8:alignment; air 
travel 

9:resilience 10:burden 

Page:limitless; discovery Knight: energy; impulsive Queen:confident; social 
butterfly 

King:entrepreneur; leader 


